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etter from the author

“The stupidity of people comes from having an answer for everything. 

The wisdom of the novel comes from having a question for everything.” 

-Milan Kundera 

I’ve accumulated a lot of knowledge working with clients, reading hundreds 

of books and listening to hundreds of hours of podcasts. Instead of hoarding 

all of the knowledge, I decided that I should share some of it and lay it out in 

easy, actionable steps. It will help you incorporate some easy habits that will 

improve your overall performance, sleep or lifestyle.

I am under no illusion that we can control every variable of our life and 

biology, however, we can do more of what makes us feel better and less of 

what makes us feel worse. "It's the way I've always done it" is a recipe for 

mediocrity. That's a baseline that you can shift to your advantage. 

I am also well aware that I don't have the answer for everything. Some 

mechanisms work simply because they do and we can't quite explain them. 

Humans are great at rationalizing things that shouldn't necessarily be 

rationalized. It gives us the illusion of security. Science is unbelievably 

helpful, but, at the end of the day, the best scientific study is the one you 

conduct on yourself. We're all unique and it's preposterous to assume that 

one model is going to work for everyone. Experiment. Track. 

Adjust/Eliminate. Seek for help. Most importantly – embrace and enjoy the 

journey!

Always striving to be better,

L
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Sleep
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Most of us live extremely busy lifestyles and can’t always go with what’s best for us, therefore we need to hack it. Do 

you get through the day and look forward to a Netflix session before bed, but then you feel ‘wired’ and can’t fall asleep? 

Electronics and artificial light disrupts our natural circadian rhythm. If you’re choosing to use electronic devices at night, 

install blue light blocking apps or wear blue light blocking glasses. Make conscious choices about what you are watching on 

TV before bed. By watching something too intense you can trigger your sympathetic (fight-or-flight) nervous system which 

leads to trouble falling asleep. Choose a ‘lighter’ watch before bed instead. Some tips on sleep:

Leave at least 2 hours before bed with no food. Post-
meal insulin release can keep you awake or even shift 
your circadian rhythm if you eat before bed frequently. 
Our digestive system has its own biological clock that is 
independent of others, so it’s a good idea to leave it 
alone if you want to have a good night rest.

Exercise right before bed is not a good idea either. 
Exercise spikes cortisol and raises your body 
temperature which is not desirable at night. 

Ideally, stop consuming caffeinated drinks before 2p.m. 
Some of us are slower caffeine metabolizers and it takes 
a while to get it out of the system. Opt-out of your 
espresso shot after dinner and sleep tight!

Tracking your sleep is always a good idea. There are 
plenty of apps out there, my favorite is Sleep Cycle. 
Most basic fitness trackers aren’t really useful when it 
comes to sleep, so if you’re a bit obsessed with self-
quantification, (like myself), you can look into WHOOP
device or OURA RING. These trackers are extremely 
accurate and plenty of elite athletes swear by them, so if 
tracking is your thing, they’re worth checking out. 

One of my personal favorites before bed is lying on an 
acupressure mat. They cost close to nothing and gives you 
the most relaxing experience. For the first 30 seconds it 
might be pretty painful, but you will get used to it in no time. 
It also helps people with back pain.

I’m not a huge advocate of any unnatural sleep supplements, 
because most of them leave me feeling groggy and not fully 
rested in the morning. However, I always take magnesium 
before bed and occasionally drink caffeine-free tea. Before 
reaching for sleep supplements. I would recommend 
implementing the aforementioned practices and sticking 
with adaptogenic herbs (reishi, Siberian rhodiola, bacopa).

Lastly, nothing puts me to a relaxed state faster than binaural 
beats. Theta waves are amazing for winding 
down/meditation and you can blast Delta waves while 
sleeping. I use Natura Sound Therapy app that has presets 
for different brain states that you can access. You can also 
find binaural beats on YouTube. I listen to them with my 
sleep headphones. Trust me, those are gamechangers!

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC

https://www.sleepcycle.com/
https://www.whoop.com/
https://ouraring.com/
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss_2?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=acupressure+mat
https://th.iherb.com/pr/Yogi-Tea-Kava-Stress-Relief-Caffeine-Free-16-Tea-Bags-1-27-oz-36-g/5473?gclid=Cj0KCQiAoo7gBRDuARIsANeJKUZU8Xt_ePJBjP7LhTZczS7Tx-vb6QHfP88WktllsFSqElpHGYvgEH4aAspJEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.google.co.th/search?q=reishi+mushroom&rlz=1C1CHBF_enTH778TH778&oq=reishi+&aqs=chrome.0.35i39j69i57j35i39j0l3.1949j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
http://blissive.com/software/item/natura-sound-therapy
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=sleep+phones
https://in5d.com/have-your-sleep-patterns-changed-lately/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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Sleep
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Five easy hacks to improve your sleep:

1. Avoid bright lights at night.

How? Set nightshift on your phone, install f.lux or iris on your computer, install incandescent (or red) 
lights at your place and/or wear blue-light blocking glasses.

2. Set a pre-bed routine.

How? Schedule it on your phone/set an alarm, put your phone into airplane mode and wind down.

3. Make your room pitch black. I mean so dark you can’t even see your hand in front of you.

How? Remove all the electronics and light-emitting devices (or cover them with tape), invest in blackout 
curtains.

4. Keep the temperature low.

How low? 60-67 degrees F (16-20 degrees C)

5. Get sunlight in the morning. I know, it sounds counter-intuitive, but it’s necessary to spike  the cortisol 
hormone in the morning in order to maintain a normal rhythm 

How? Step outside. Make it part of your morning routine. If you live in higher latitudes, where light is not 
always accessible, hack it with a HumanCharger device.

Bonus: Tape your mouth when sleeping. Research has shown that nasal breathing improves your sleep 
quality, cognition, memory and makes you more alert. 

How? Just use simple 3M tape that you can find at any pharmacy.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC

https://justgetflux.com/
https://iristech.co/
http://www.humancharger.com/
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=3M+Micropore+tape
https://in5d.com/have-your-sleep-patterns-changed-lately/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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Nutrition

Food

We all know that food is crucial for our survival and performance. I don’t want to get into the 

nitty-gritty details on this, because there are plenty of great resources out there providing general 

information on nutrition. If you’re looking for articles with more in-depth analysis, check out some 

of my favorite and trustworthy individuals: Mark Hyman, MD, Mehmet Oz, MD, Joseph Mercola, 

DO, Dan Pompa, PScD, Izabella Wentz, MD, Joel Kahn, MD Chris Kresser, MS , Ben Greenfield. I 

boiled my accumulated information down to 5 points with actionable steps that will help you 

optimize your body through nutrition, regardless of your dietary preferences.

Vitality Blueprint

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

1. Eat real food

What does it mean? 
Mainly eating food that is unprocessed, minimally 
processed, aka not packaged or has minimal ingredient 
list with ingredients that you can recognize

How? 
Avoid middle-isles of the supermarket, read food labels. 

2. Make your body fat-adapted

What does it mean?

Our bodies are able to burn glucose (sugar) and fat for fuel. Most of us burn glucose non-stop, so helping 
your body burn both is conducive to developing metabolic flexibility, minimizing glycemic variability 
(blood-sugar crashes) and simply not getting ‘hangry’ and having to gnaw on your cheek while counting 
minutes until your next meal.

How? 
First of all, fasting. We’re stuffing our faces non-stop without letting our bodies take a break. Let your body 
reset itself without food for 12-16 hours every day. Start small and work your way up. I even incorporate a 
24-hour fast once every two weeks or so. Important note – fasting is not the same as calorie restriction 
and it triggers different physiological responses. Get as many calories as your body needs, just limit the 
feeding window. E.g. Stop eating at 8p.m. and wait at least until 8a.m. the next day to have your first meal. 
By the way, coffee cream and sweeteners count as breaking your fast! However, black coffee and teas 
promote autophagy (cell clean-up) if consumed without any additives, so enjoy your caffeine hit and some 
benefits that come along with it.

Second, limit your carbohydrate intake and consume more healthy fats (avocados, nuts, seeds, olive oil). 
Experiment with it – have a fatty breakfast in the morning, save your carbs for the evening and see how 
you feel. By eating in this way, your body becomes more fat adapted which will minimize cravings 
throughout the day and increase energy levels.  

https://drhyman.com/
https://www.doctoroz.com/
https://www.mercola.com/
https://drpompa.com/
https://thyroidpharmacist.com/
https://drjoelkahn.com/
https://chriskresser.com/
https://bengreenfieldfitness.com/
http://www.tomcorsonknowles.com/blog/the-best-diet-plan-your-doctor-wont-tell-you-about/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Nutrition
3. Eat a colorful variety of fresh foods and spices

What does it mean? 
Eating a variety of fresh, organic, non-GMO foods that are preferably grown locally and currently in-
season.

How?     
Shop at local farmers markets.

Add spices to everything you eat.

Make a smoothie! (Recipe below)

AJ’s Massive Smoothie Recipe
When I don’t have much time to cook and want to get my
daily load of veggies, I just throw them into a blender to deliver
the nutrients in liquid form.

Ingredients: 
Kombucha (can be coconut water, nut milks, etc.)
Handful of frozen spinach
Kale
Cucumbers
Beet
Lime
Two handfuls of mixed frozen berries
Coconut flesh
Pinch of Himalayan Salt
1tbsp MCT Oil
Plentiful of fresh mint, dill, parsley and other herbs
1tsp-1tbsp of cinnamon, turmeric, nutmeg, cacao, ginger
powder, moringa powder, spirulina…

Directions: Steam spinach and kale, drain the liquid. Throw everything in and blend for 2-3minutes. 
Top with raw cacao beans, dehydrated coconut and macadamia nuts. Feel free to throw in any 
other goodness that you have in your fridge. I don’t use sweeteners so my concoction has an 
acquired taste. Enjoy! 

Vitality Blueprint

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://hipmamasplace.com/2014/01/january-inspirations.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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Nutrition

5. Cut out added sugar and trans-fats

What does it mean? 
That’s exactly what it means, just cut them out! I don’t usually tell anyone not to do something, but these 
foods have no place on anyone’s plate and by purchasing them we’re not only doing detriment to our bodies, 
but also supporting companies that don’t give a damn about our health and focus on their profits first. I know 
it’s not easy to just cut stuff out, but when you realize that this food causes energy crashes, break-outs and 
chronic disease it makes it easier to replace it with natural alternatives.

These recommendations are the gist of what I’ve learned through experimentation, science 

and listening to the world-class experts. Once again – there is no diet that works for 

everyone, but if you choose to incorporate some of these recommendations, I can guarantee 

that you will improve your general well-being. Taking care of your nutrition is the best way to 

engage in preventive medicine. Making small investments up-front and educating yourself is 

going to help you dodge a lot of bullets later. I am well-aware that prevention isn’t ‘sexy’. 

There’s rarely any instant gratification tied to it, but great things require time, patience and 

consistency, right?  

Vitality Blueprint

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

How? 
Fruit is nature’s candy! Combat your sweet tooth with fresh fruit, dark 
chocolate and nuts. Not having anything that you don’t want to eat in your 
cupboard and replacing them with healthy real whole food alternatives is 
the easiest way to suffocate your sugar addiction.

Read labels and steer clear of: artificial sweeteners such as aspartame 
(E951), sucralose or saccharin; high fructose corn syrup; trans fats, partially 
hydrogenated oil; food dyes (E102, E110, E124, E133); MSG (E621); sodium 
sulfite (E221); sodium benzoate.

4. Stay hydrated

What does it mean? 
Drink water (add a pinch of Himalayan salt), unsweetened green tea and coffee (until 2p.m.), kombucha. 
Staying hydrated fights off cravings and helps your body function properly.

How? 
Get a water bottle that you can take with you anywhere.

Put a pinch of Himalayan salt in your water (getting minerals will hydrate you better without having to drink 
more)

Don’t buy sugary drinks (packaged juices, sodas, etc.)

http://is.wikipedia.org/wiki/mynd:lec_2.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Nutrition

Supplements

As thorough as I am with my diet on a daily basis, I still don’t manage to get all the 

nutrients that I need. Research shows that 90%+ of the population is deficient in at least two 

of the listed nutrients. I have reviewed some of them and included 3 options that will help you 

address some of your possible nutrient deficiencies. However, it’s important to focus on food 

intake first, because taking supplements can never trump a good diet and I do recommend 

conducting lab tests at least once a year, because if you’re not tracking – you’re guessing.

Vitality Blueprint

Vitamin D is a key fat-soluble vitamin that affects 
pretty much every cell in your body and Harvard 
School of Public Health estimates that over a billion 
people worldwide don’t get enough of it(4). 
Additionally, if you have darker skin, you’re more 
likely to be Vitamin D deficient. 

Vitamin E is a crucial fat-soluble vitamin and 
antioxidant that fights inflammation. Additionally, it 
assists your body  to use vitamin K and about six 
billion people around the world are deficient(5).

Vitamin B12 is necessary for DNA synthesis and 
energy production. It’s very common to be deficient 
amongst vegetarians and vegans.

Iodine is an essential trace mineral required for the 
synthesis of thyroid hormones. These hormones 
control the body's metabolism and many other 
important functions. (1)

Magnesium is a key mineral in the body. It is 
involved in more than 300 enzymatic reactions (2).
Almost half of the US population (48%) consumed 
less than the required amount of magnesium in 
2005-2006(3).

Vitamin K2 is another fat-soluble vitamin that works 
synergistically with calcium, magnesium and vitamin 
D and is key for bone health.

(1) https://ods.od.nih.gov/factsheets/Iodine-Consumer/

(2) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22364157

(3) https://ods.od.nih.gov/factsheets/Magnesium-HealthProfessional/#en1

(4) https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/what-should-you-eat/vitamins/vitamin-d/

(5) http://preventdisease.com/news/16/072616_6-Billion-Do-Not-Meet-Vitamin-E-Levels.shtml

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

https://alleideen.com/gesundheit/11/haarpflege-tipps-haare-pflegen.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/
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Nutrition
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Recommended supplement stacks

Basic: most commonly lacking micronutrient stack, 3+month supply for most of them for <$1/day. Pre-loaded 

cart is ready for purchase (I have no affiliation with any of the brands).

Get it: https://iherb.co/C8r8YX4M

Advanced: addressing more nutrient deficiencies and optimizing brain activity for <$2/day

Get it: https://iherb.co/ahJrjEnj

Almost a biohacker: previous stacks + some great researched stuff for such as nicotinamide riboside, 

glutathione and PQQ for <$3/day (aka still cheaper than your crappy morning coffee from Starbucks)

Get it: https://iherb.co/cfVvErGB

Quick five on nutrition:

1. Eat real food.

How? Stock up on foods that nourish you such as a variety of fresh vegetables, ethically raised 

animal products (pasture-raised eggs, wild-caught fish, grass-fed beef), healthy fats (extra virgin olive 

oil, avocado oil, coconut oil, grass-fed ghee) and quality snacks (nuts, seeds).

2. Stay hydrated.

How? Drink mainly water and calorie-less drinks. Add minerals to your water.

3. Fast.

How? Take at least 12 hours without eating after taking your last bite of the day.

4. Make a smoothie.

How? Follow my smoothie recipe or experiment with fresh greens and find what works for you.

5. Supplement.

How? Order one of the recommended supplement stacks and set a reminder to take them.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

https://iherb.co/C8r8YX4M
https://iherb.co/ahJrjEnj
https://iherb.co/cfVvErGB
http://urbanveganchic.com/category/uncategorized/page/6
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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Movement
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I intentionally called this section “movement” instead of “exercise”, because realistically, unless 

you’re a professional athlete, you spend no more than 2-hours a day exercising. Therefore, it’s 

all about what you do the rest of 22-hours of your day that counts. And what really counts is 

incidental movement, meaning how often you stand up from your desk, how much you walk 

throughout the day etc. 

Movement is all about hacking your environment. Having 

a kettlebell under your (standing) desk, a pull-up bar in 

your doorway, or resistance bands laying around can act as 

cues that trigger a habit response.  For example, every 

time my Stretchly app reminds me to stand up and move 

around, I walk away from my standing desk and hang on a 

pull-up bar, do some handstands, knock out a set of 

kettlebell swings or just stretch my back. 

If you know that you’re not going to have a chance to 

move around much, you just have to plan ahead and find a 

way to combat that. 

How? Let’s say you’re flying often. Choose the aisle seat 

and stand up as frequently as possible, go for a stretch or 

knock out some squats. Trust me, there are weirder things 

you could be doing on a plane. 

What if  you have a long commute to work? Park your car a few blocks away, or at least at a further parking 

spot and take the stairs. Another hack – When at the office, put your phone on the other side of the room, so 

you are forced to get up if you need it. At the end of the day, if you don’t get up, you will at least spend less 

time on your phone. All of it might sound pretty insignificant, but movement adds up and makes a huge 

difference. It’s neither natural nor healthy to sit for the amounts of time that we spend seated nowadays. 

Excessive sitting is associated with obesity and chronic diseases. Sitting is now called the new smoking, so do 

everything you can to move as much as possible!

https://hovancik.net/stretchly/downloads/
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Movement
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Since we’re talking movement, we have to talk about exercise. Personally, I workout no 

more than 3 times a week for 30 minutes or less and believe that if you can’t get it done in 

<30 minutes, you’re not doing it right. It’s all about minimum effective dose and exercise 

does not mean that you need to spend 90 minutes on a treadmill every day. There are far 

more efficient and fun ways of doing it! To be quite honest, nowadays I would much rather 

spend my time reading, writing or learning something new, than grinding in the gym for 

hours on end. I maintain a healthy body composition by taking a minimalistic approach to 

exercise and so can you!

Quick three on movement:

1. Move constantly throughout the day.

How? Have constant reminders to stand up and walk around 

and/or stretch (phone alarm, Stretchly app)

2. Plan ahead.

How? Schedule your movement or workouts, come up with a 

plan on how/when/where you’re going to include physical activity 

when traveling. 

3. Exercise.

How? Incorporate different types of exercise into your weekly 

routine.

https://hovancik.net/stretchly/downloads/
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

My Morning Routine

~4:30a.m. – wake up, measure my 

HRV

~4:35–4:55a.m. –hydrate, go on 

my rooftop, meditate

~4:55–5:10a.m. – foundation 

training (stretch)

~5:10–5:15a.m. – jump rope, push-

ups (anything to get the heart-rate 

up)

~5:20–5:25a.m. – cold shower

My Evening Routine

~9:30p.m. – put my electronic 

devices into airplane mode 

~9:35p.m. – meditate

~9:55p.m. – acupressure mat 

+binaural beats, read, sleep.

Having a morning routine is a great way to kick-start 

your day and trust me, something worth making 

time for. I used to get up and go right away but 

incorporating a morning routine really helped me to 

stay grounded throughout the day. Having a healthy 

routine prepares your mind and body for the day and 

can positively influence your attitude, energy levels, 

and productivity. 

What to include in your morning routine?

You can never go wrong with breaking a sweat, 

having a cold shower, getting sun exposure or having 

a couple of minutes in nature. Every one of these 

practices helps you raise your cortisol levels in the 

morning. Cortisol has a bad rap but is a key hormone 

that is necessary to kickstart your system in the 

morning. 

What to include in your evening routine?

See sleep section.

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sunshine_morning.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://www.amazon.com/Foundation-Redefine-Your-Conquer-Confidence-ebook/dp/B004VSQKWE/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542853320&sr=8-1&keywords=foundation+training
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Technology
Smart homes, smart phones, smart everything. Ironically, if abused, it all just makes us more 

stupid. Technology is a wonderful tool that we can all benefit from, however, it looks like 

what was supposed to be a tool, turned into a worldwide addiction. I am not proud to 

admit that I am one of the victims of technology. However, by recognizing it, I found a way 

to combat technology… with technology. 

Vitality Blueprint

One of the things that moved the needle for me in terms 

of productivity has been Stretchly app on my computer. 

It blocks your computer screen and gives you tips to rest 

your eyes, stand up or have a stretch. I customized mine 

to turn on every 25 minutes and get me away from my 

computer screen for 100 seconds. I found that I am way 

more productive if I don’t spend 1hour+ staring at my 

computer screen. It forces me to move around, get my 

blood flowing, without falling out of my “zone”.

I do find technology fascinating and I have all sorts of gadgets and devices that assist me, but I recently 

became wary about the frequencies that they emit. I keep my phone in airplane mode most of the time, 

especially if it’s in my pocket. I also started using headphones with a cord more often. I’m not taking extreme 

measures for avoiding EMF exposure, but there are people who do and write extensively about it.

One life changing tip on technology:

Use it intentionally

What does it mean? Being mindful of the purpose of using your phone and how much time you intend to 

spend on it.

How? Install app-blocking software on your phone, such as Offtime (iOS, Android), SPACE (iOS, Android), 

AppDetox (Android). Install Stay Focusd on your browser, SelfControl (Mac), Cold Turkey (Mac, Windows)

Set a timer with the exact time you intend spending on a given app or task.

Phones. Do you find yourself unlocking your phone and having no clue why you unlocked it in the first place? 

Same here. Do you automatically, without even thinking, click on a social media app and start scrolling? Guilty. 

It’s become a habit! Technology is designed to be addictive, so it’s crucial to be mindful of WHY you’re picking 

up your phone and HOW MUCH time you’re going to spend on a given app. Even though we treat scrolling as 

our ‘down time’, our brain reacts to it as a stimulus.

https://hovancik.net/stretchly/downloads/
https://hovancik.net/stretchly/downloads/
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2018/01/08/reduce-emf-exposure.aspx
http://offtime.es/
https://findyourphonelifebalance.com/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.dfki.appdetox&hl=en
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/stayfocusd/laankejkbhbdhmipfmgcngdelahlfoji?hl=en
http://selfcontrolapp.com/
https://getcoldturkey.com/
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I suggest starting TODAY with one action that sounds easy, 

something that you can do 100% everyday, implementing it for at 

least two weeks and seeing how it’s helping you. One good habit 

quickly develops into another one, and the next thing you know –

you’re meditating every morning with electrodes on your head and 

stuff up your nose… or not! If you feel that you’re in good standing 

already, I hope that it is going to help you get from good to better 

or even good to great. Just remember – it’s not all-in or all-out. If 

you fall of the wagon for a day or two, it doesn’t matter! Brush it off 

and get right back at it! All these little things take time and effort, 

but are definitely worthwhile for your well-being. 

One more thing – Find yourself a coach, accountability buddy or 

keep yourself in check with apps such as stick, coach.me or (if you 

really need a painful kick in the butt) pavlok. 

Happy hacking,

Final thoughts

https://www.stickk.com/
https://www.coach.me/
https://pavlok.com/
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Get in touch

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Website/Blog: www.wellwithaj.com

Instagram: wellwithaj

Facebook: Aurimas Juodka

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sunshine_morning.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://www.wellwithaj.com/
http://www.instagram.com/wellwithaj
http://www.facebook.com/wellwithaj
https://www.facebook.com/fitwithaj/

